Kurt Bye AS
Steinkjer, NO

Kurt Bye AS is a landscape and garden contractor in Steinkjer, Norway. Kurt wanted to create a raised patio with a combination of built in seating and built in planters around the perimeter. Kurt decided to utilize the ReCon Block, and worked with Storen Betong to take the “ordinary” and create the “extraordinary”. Thomas Nordahl of Storen Betong utilized the standard ReCon Fence Blocks, Full High Cap Blocks, and Column Blocks for the basic elements of the design. However, modifications were made to some of the Column Blocks and the Full High Cap Blocks to create a recess on the top surface to serve as the built in planter.

The result is a stunning patio complete with greenery and sculpture for the enjoyment of the community.
For more information on ReCon products and services, please visit www.reconwalls.com, or call 952-922-0027